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The purpose of this paper was to review information 
both and theoretical, cone the momentum 
carried and its effect on free electrons. 
It was theoretically derived that the interaction 
cross section � is equal to 8�ne4/3m2c4 , where n is the 
number of electrons, e is the electronic charge in esu, m 
is the mass of the electron and c is the speed of 
It was also shown that the interaction can be considered 
either Thompson scat or Compton 
It was concluded that the best method of detection of 
any momentum is probably that of observing the dif-
fraction tern of the electron beam. 
That t has momentum is a twentieth-
which should be demonstrable showing that it will t 
its momentum to electrons. In this paper is n an account 
of previous research, both theoretic�l and experimental, that 
has been done on the interaction between light and free elec-
trons by Hulburt and Breit, I and Dunn and Ioup. 
A the tical problem illustrating the magnitudes in-
volved and attention to the sources of error is 
included. A proof of the agreement of the light quantum and 
wave theories, a calculation of the cross section of the 
interaction as well as the number of electrons deflected and 
the amount of deflection are included as appendixes . 
I have also offered other possible methods wnich may 
more measureable results. In these methods, as in my 
thetical 
t of 
I I have used 500 volt electrons and 
equal to 5000 A. 
In , C J , at the Univers of 
lished a report of ced an observable deflection 
of a beam of electrons short elec I etic waves. 
The electrons were shot through an intense beam of radiation 
and were twisted, by means of a magnetic field, into a helix 
about 70cm long, 3cm in pitch and 1.5cm in diameter. Twist-
ing tile beam in such a way resul ted in a magnification of 
any effect. At the far end of the beam was placed a photo-
graphic plate which was exposed by the electrons. Compari-
son of photographs taken when the radiation was off lftTith 
those taken when it was on indicated a slight scattering 
effect for radiation with wavelength in the ultra-violet 
ana a very distinct scattering effect for energy 
x-rays. 
However, Lapp did no mathematical analysis of the inter-
action, but only observed that it does occur. 
In 1925, EGO. burt and G. Breit published a theoret-
ical report on the momentum imparted to free electrons by 
' t' 2 rac,,�a �on. Assuming that the theories of conservation of 
and momentum hold and that the quantum theory of light 
and the wave tneory of light yield the same interaction cross­
section, 3 they have SII0wn tnat the momentum imparted to the 
electrons is also the same for both theories. They calculated 
that the ratio of the cnange in velocity of the electrons, due 
to the collision with t , to their veloc 
is 
veled 
� =- iff � 1.;0 where L is the distance tra-
v .3 m'c,II,,1 
radiation of density � and m and e are the mass 
and charge in ele trostatic units of the electron. Thus, 
even under excellent con�itions, said that 
4\1 -I'lp - "'-' /0 v ....... · 
Consequently, the deflection of the beam would be very hard 
to detect. 
However, if one does not assume, as Hulburt and Breit 
did, that the interaction is governed by the wave theory, 
thus causing deflection of the beam as a whole, but that in-
dividual electrons are deflected, then a small number of tbem 
will each receive a deflection. As the number would 
be very small, this would also be hard to detect. According 
to Hulburt and Breit, "If an experiment is devised as to have 
a large number of electrons under observation, there may be 
a fair theoretical chance of observing deflections." 
In 1962, Floyd Dunn and George Ioup, seniors at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, submitted a report4 
on the v'lOrk had done on the deflection of electrons 
had on an observable deflection 
and then on determining whether the interaction was governed 
by the wave of t or the particle theory of light. 
at to deflect a 10 volt beam of electrons 
with of 5000 A. They tried to focus magnetically a 
beam one meter onto a t .050 inches wide. A beam 
of t to the electron beam was shined on 
the beam and any electrons tnat interacted with the tons 
of t would deflected e to miss the target and 
activate an electron mul ced behj.nd t�e t. 
proved that the interaction between free electrons 
a beam 0 � can be considered as either 
scat or scat I since the scatt cross-
section is the same for both of , as is the 
differential scat cross section.5 Hence, the total 
momentum imparted by tlLe light to the beam of electrons is 
the same in either case. The only difference is that in 
Thompson scattering the momentum is distributed equally 
among all of the electrons in the beam, where as in Compton 
scattering, individual electrons receive all of the momentum 
given up by the photons with which they collide. Thus, the 
electrons that are not hit receive zero momentum. 
Dunn and Ioup were not able to obtain a well-defined, 
low energy, meter long beam of electrons and as a result 
were not successful in their experiment. A discussion of 
they could not outain a beam will be included in the 
section sources of error. 
As an indication of tile magnitudes involved, a free 
electron accelerated through a 500 volt potential difference 
will have a veloci of 1.33 x met 6 c. It will 
therefore have a momentum of 1.21 x 10-23 nt-sec. 7 The 
momentum of a 5000 A photon, in -27 
8 
on, is 2.66 x 10 nt-sec. 
If one photon hits an electron dead center and recoils back 
upon itself, it will up twice its momentum to the 
electron. This momentum will be in the direction of the 
t beam, that is to the veloci 
of the electron. In a distance of one meter, the electron 
will be deflected a maximum total distance of 02mm. 
1 , hence 
pl1oton cont more energy ana conse more momentum, 
arw deer tl1e energy of the electrons and thereby 
their momentum, wil l  one be able to get a reasonable 
deflection. t of wavelength 1750 A and electrons of 50 
volts of energy will produce a 2mm deflection.9 This would 
also be very difficult to detect. 
An additional factor that increases the difficulty of 
observing the effect is that only a very small number of 
electrons are hit per second. Assuming an electron beam of 
10 microamperes, lmm high and lmm wide, and assuming tnat one 
can focus 200 watts of power of light of wavelength equal to 
5000 A on a section of the beam lem long, the number of priO­
lO tons scattered will only be 156 per second. If each one of 
these photons hits dead center and recoils back upon itself 
in an elastic collision, then each electron hit will be en 
the same momentum and there will be a total deflected current 
of 156 elec , or 
-17 11 2.5 x 10 amperes. A current 
this size would be virtually impossible to de�ect. Also, 
an ideal situation. The majori of the 
interactions will not be dead center and therefore the ma-
of the tons will not recoil back upon themselves. 
In such a case, will not t twice tLeir momentum 
to the electrons, but only a fraction of it and therefore 
the deflections ceo will not be as , nor 
all be of the same tude. 
From the information one can e see tJ:lat 
the momentum of the tons is so small comparea to that of 
the electrons that it will have little effect. In fact, 
the method outlined above, the effect would be smaller 
than the experimental error, unless one used x-rays instead 
of visible light. 
Dunn and Ioup tried to lower the energy of the electrons 
to 10 volts in order to obtain an observable deflection. 
But by doing this they increased the sensitivity of the beam. 
They determined that a transverse electric field of 1 volt per 
meter would cause a deflection in their beam of 2.5mm. A 
transverse magnetic field, the size of the earth's magnetic 
field, will cause the electrons to travel in a circle of 15cm 
radius. Therefore, even small stray fields will cause the 
electrons to be deflected more than the light interaction will.ll 
Dunn and Ioup were never able to produce a well-defined 
be art! one meter because the earth's magnetic field was 
distorted by the iron and steel in the walls, tables, 
etc. The electrical equipment used also set up stray fields. 
Because of all of tuese difficulties with simply deflect­
a beam of electrons by focusing light on them 
larly, I tried to think of other methods of obtaining an ob­
servable deflection. One method of observation sugrested 
Mr. Wilson VIas to let the beam of electrons be incident on 
a crystal and look at the diffraction pattern. The change in 
momentum of the electrons is so 
would be no perceptible 
tern. Because of this small 
small that there 
of the diffraction 
in momentum, the wave-
the electrons, equal to Planck's constant, h, 
divided the momentum, would cnange only a fraction of an 
The variation of the velocities of individual 
electrons in the beam would be greater than that produced 
by the light and therefore the error in the experiment would 
d t' ff t 1 k . � 12 excee he e ee we are oo��ng ror. 
But perhaps if one could produce by magne tic means a 
beam of electrons that would have a bend in it and then by 
shining light parallel to the beam but in the opposite 
direction of the beam, one could change tne momen ta of a few 
elec trons enough to observe a deflection. If, in such a 
situation, the photon ideally gave up twice its momen tum and 
recoiled back upon itself, then the in momentum of 
the electron would be equal to twice the momentum of the 
For 500 vol t  electrons and 5000 A tons this 
value would be 4?{ -= 1.2 x 10-4 A. This would be an imper-
ceptible and would doubtless cause no cnange in the 
diffraction c.ern. by using x-rays and lower 
vol electrons this method would be feasible. Cer 
by t to the electron flow there would 
be more collisions between electrons and photons. 
Another idea the diffraction tern me thod would 
be to shine the perpendicular to the beam of 
electrons and to see if this would cause a t 
0" of the diffraction l 
that are deflected. This method 
of e 
to the electrons 
ars to be the most 
c t, but would 
be suitable a mathematical 
This latter procedure is tne one I would have most liked 
to have tried nad I had tne me�ns of the e 
The electron gun and the crystal would have had to be installed 
inside a long, evacuated glass tubing. The longer the tubing, 
the larger the deflection would be and consequently the 
greater the chance of seeing the effect would be. Therefore, 
I would have wanted to use a tube at least a meter in length. 
I was going to build this apparatus using the solder glass 
technique-a method of fusing, or soldering, glass to glass 
so as to form a vacuum tight seal . But before I could start 
on this, a furnace to heat the glass and a saw to cut the 
glass and leave a very smooth end had to be built, neither 
of which were finished in time to get started on the apparatus 
itself • 
• 0. Hulburt and G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 25, 193 (1925 ) . 
3
APpendix D • 
• E .  Dunn and G. Ioup, 
����, Massachusetts Ins 
D. 
A. 
B. 

CONCLUSION 
This has been a very interes eet and I feel 
that if serious work is carried on in this area a method of 
observation and of this effect will be 
found. Successful completion of this experiment would 
result in proof or disproof of the theory that the inter-
action is one between photons and electrons, rather than 
between light waves and electrons. It may also lead to a 
measurement of the interaction cross section � • 
I wish that I had the time to build the and 
continue with the experiment along the lines of the dif­
fraction pat�ern method because I feel that this could be 
a very promising procedure. 
Itself. 
----)( 
From the theory of the conservation of momentum, the 
total momentum in the X-direction before the collision is 
equal to that after the collision. Likewise, the total mo-
mentum in the Y-direction before the collision equals that 
after the collision0 
h/A.. :::: :::: the momentum of the photon, where h is Planck's 
constant of 0 .. oule-sec., A.. is the 
A, f is the :::: cf,t, and c is the speed of 
mv :::: momentum of the electron 
Since the speed of 500 volt electrons is not relativistic, 
the may be solved classical methods. 
Conservation of momentum: 
hhc :::: -h,h + 
:::: case-
tnese two e 
e is as shown, 
after collision 
t tan9 ::: 
is the vela 
is 
_1 e ::: tan- veloci 
elec on 
and momentum of a 
volt electron are found in tne manner: 
::: ( 
eV 1 eV ::: 1.6 x 10-19 joules 1 joule ::: 
) ) 6 -16 .6 x ::: 1. x 10 joules 
mass of the electron ::: 9 .1 x lO-31kg 
m 
:::: 1. x 
::;: 12.1 x 
14 2 2 :::: 1.76 x 10 m Isec 
C :::: the velocity of a 500 volt electron 
c. :::: the momentum of the electron 
before collision. 
Now the momentum of the photon must be found. 
hh :::: momentum 
h/� ::: -sec 
-27 ::: 1.33 x 10 nt-sec. 
-27 2hh. :::: 2.66 x 10 nt-sec. 
Thus, the momentum of the electron is around 104 time s that 
of the can solve for e in the above e 
e :::: :::: 2 1 x 
tan e ::: • e - l' 
If tanS ::: . 0002, then the total deflection over a dis-
tance of one meter be te small. 
tanG- :::: d :::: .2mm. 
A deflection of .2mm will almost e to observe, 
to say no of iL beam tnat is fine 
d 
to allow the observation f .2mm deflection of a few elec-
t 
50 volts rather 
and t to abou A ather 
would the ore able t a de 
of 2mm, which is still small. t of this 
is in the ultraviolet re 
The in momentum of tae electrons can be found 
from tanG :: . 000219. 
��, 
tanEl :::: :::. 2. 19 x 10-
4 
107m/sec. =: 1. 33 x 
sin (l' ) � tan(l' ) (standard Math Tables ) 
v, 
sinG == Thus and therefore the 
change in momentum is extremely small for this type of 001-
1ision. 
For photons parallel to and in the opposite direction 
of the electron beam, the change in of the e1ec-
trons due to the momentum imparte d to them by the photons is 
calculated in the preceding way. 
;:t::::: h/mv mv = momentum of the electrons 
dlt 2], 
d (mv ) d
-;t ::::: [-h/ ) Jl ) 
tI� :: th/ (mv )�(mv) A (mv} ::: 2 x momentum of the photon 
LI� ::: 12 x :: 102 x A. 
E lectrons fl c 
(5 :;: (f' is called the scatt coefficient and 
is e to tae fraction of incident otons scattered per 
f ·  " t · t ' 1  1 o �rraQ�a ed ma er�a • The let n represents the 
number of electrons in a cubic centimeter. The tharge, e, 
of the electron is in electrostatic units. 
To find the number of electrons that are contained in 
a section of the beam Imm wide, Imm high and lcm in length 
(volume :;: 
found from 
to traverse 
s :::: vt V ::: 
t :: 7.52 x 
Q :: it 
::::: 7. x 
), the total charge in this volume must be 
the equation i :::: 
lcm. 
1.33 X 107m/sec. 
-10 10 seconds. 
Let i :: 10 
amp-sec ::::: 7. 
2 
t ::: time for the electrons 
:: lO-5arnps• 
-1� x 10 '::>coulombs. 
Each electron carries a of 1. 6 x 10-19coulombs. 
7. x . 6  x 
4 
ctron :: 4. 7 x 10 electrons. 
Thus, there are 4.7 x 10
4 
electrons in this volume of 
n :: 407 x c 2 6 :: 4. 7 x 10 elec 
The fraction of rays scattered :: � ::: where 
e ::: 4. 8  x , m ::::: 9.1 x 
and n ::::: 4.7 x 106 elec " 
qu 
one 
tons 
This equals the fraction of the 
the beame I other 
t 
-18 the beamt 3.11 x 10 times tlle number of incident 
up some of tlLeir momentum to the electron beam. 
there incident on 
200 ts are focused on a volume? 
200 watts = 200 joule/sec. 
the number of joules per second the number of 
joules per photon ) will the number of photons 
per second in this volume. 
E = hf :: hcA where h is Planck I s constant and i\. is 5000 A. 
t f h h t ·  1 t 3 9� 10-19. Thus, he energy, E, 0 eac p 0 on �s aqua 0 • U X J. 
21 
ton = . 5 x 10 photons/sec. 
There are 5 x 1020 photons/sec incident on this volume. Since 
3. 11 x 10-18 times this number interact, we have a total of 
156 photons scattered each secon d .  The maximum number of 
electrons scattered per secon d then is also 156. 
tnis number the of an electron will the number 
of coulombs per second, or amperes, scattered. This 
aI..llperes-an extr small currento 
ndix C. 
A .  
ction for 
y 
A wave of electric intensity E traverses an electron of 
e and mass m and an acceleration to the electron. 
The force F on a charge in an electric field is 
F :::: q ::::: e F ::::: ma 
ma :::: eE 
It can be that E :::: sin9. a :::: and r m 
:::: sine :::: sin6 
Since I cE2/41f 3 and 0: :::: 
:::: :::: 
Since the direction of E is random in YOZ is 
on the average e to � 
:::: :::: 
Therefore and :::: ::::: }2I .  
I :::: and :::: }2 
a sina "" and c 
:::: 
Likewise is the angle between the 
ray and the electron's acceleration. 
1 4 2 2 4 
2'le /r m e . 
o :::: 90 • 
If the beam is unpolarized, the intensity of 
the beam scattered by one electron is I 
• 8 4 e4 2 :::: + �I 2 2 4 :::: �I 2 2 � (l+sin e ) .  r m c  r m c  y 
2 2 . 4  2 2 2 4 Since sin e :::: cos � , I  :::: �Ie ( l+oos � )/r m C e y y e y 
4 
If a number of electrons cause scat , then the 
intensity of the scattered beam is given by :::: 
The total power can be found by integrating l over the s 
If n e the of ale trons in a cubic centimeter 
and I is energy beam per per second, 
then the fraction f the energy that is scattered per 
em of is 
Thus t <:5 :::: " ($ is called the scat 
coefficient and is the cross section of interac for each 
electron where :::: 1 
. , 
II, pp. 
2, p. 
3, p .  lIb • 
of 
i can be shown that 's o 
leads to the same results as 's of scat 
then it can be assume that there is agreement between the 
wave theory of light and the particle of light in 
tbis case. 
Thompson scatte will be dealt with first. If 
then () :::: 1 But the classical radius of the , 
electron, is equal to where is in units. 
2 
, e esu 
8 2 Now CS ::: -1'fr 
3 0 1f 
P :::: ::: Inr2�J<1+cos2¢)sin¢d¢. 
n 
17 0 e> 11' 
But 17 jSinf/;d¢ :::: -7/cos¢] :::: +211. Therefore, the !1rsin¢d¢ 
• 9 
e }f;.Il. an d 
Thus P :::: :::: 
But P is 
P :::: <rI ::: 
and <S' ::::: 
fYsin¢dC/J :::: �dA, where .it:::: 4fY is a solid 
17' J(1+cos2� ) d..n. • 
«> 
to(S'L3 
:::: 1 
:::: 
:::: 1, 
It can be the Klein-
where E • 
Thus, 
tIle same for 
scat 
<r 
both theories. 
Thus, there 
For E <'<'1, 
the diff 
t a 
is 
:::: 
ction, is 
int ction, and 
is 
the wave and tiele 
o t ar in i 
C. 
and :tvl. 
(Addison-We Company, 
lS55), Chapter 21, p. 325. 
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